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Welcome to the family!

We are delighted you now have 
a nanimarquina rug in your life 
and want to share why your rug 
is a true work of art.
Each of our rugs, including 
yours, take between 60 to 90 
days to be completed. 
The creation process is carried 
out with the highest quality 
materials available, in countries 
with rich traditions and ancestral 
knowledge such as India, 
Pakistan and Morocco. By using 
artisanal techniques, each rug is 
unique, just like you! 

Your new rug provides 
several advantages:

1 It defines a room, creating 
different environments while 
adding warmth and comfort to 
your home or workspace.

2 It transmits emotions; the 
beauty, colours, textures and 
design influence your emotional 
state. 

3 It enhances air quality, acting 
as a natural filter, minimizing 
allergic reactions. 

4 It provides natural insulation 
due to the composition of the 
fibres. It muffles footsteps and 
absorbs environmental noise.

5 It offers a safe, non-slip 
surface, ideal for children and 
elderly.

6 And of course, your new rug 
will be the star, adding beauty 
to the room.
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1 Vacuum your rug regularly.

2

3 When necessary, take your rug to a specialist 
dry-cleaner.

Clean spills correctly before they dry.

4 For optimum care, make sure you know the 
name of your rug to offer proper indications 
to your dry-cleaner. 

?
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To ensure proper care of your rug, we recommend 
the use of a specialized dry-cleaner.

 

Washing Instructions

Can be dry-cleaned

Rugs that can be dry-cleaned:

Hand-tufted rugs are created with a layer of latex to attach 
the tufts to the base. This layer is hidden beneath the rug’s fabric 
liner. The chemical solvents used in dry-cleaning spoil latex, which 
will ruin your rug permanently. To enjoy and extend the life of 
your nanimarquina rug, we recommend that you use the services 
of a specialist dry-cleaner when necessary and closely follow the 
indications located on the underside of your rug. 

Hand-tufted rugs NOT RECOMMENDED dry-cleaning:

Dry-cleaning not recommended

African house
Aros
Bichos y flores
Cal
Chillida - Dibujo tinta 1957
Chillida - Collage 1966
Cuadros 1996
Do-Lo-Rez
Black on white

Extended
Flying Carpet
Folk
Global warming
Kala
Milton - African Pattern
News
Ovo
Rangoli
Stone wool 
Sybilla
Topissimo
Velvet
Zoom

Care for hand-tufted rugs en

Antique
Asia
Butterfly
Chillida - Figura humana 1948
Chillida - Gravitación 1993
Chillida - Gravitación 1994
Chillida - Mano 1993
Chillida - Manos 1995
Digit
Formosa
Ghost
Little field of flowers
Losanges
Luna
Medina
Mèlage
Milton - Skakespeare in Africa
natural - Chobi
natural - Earth
natural - Nettle
natural - Noche
natural - Knitted
natural - Noche
natural - Nomad
natural - Tatami
natural - Vegetal
Rabari
Roses
Spiral
Victoria



Stain Removal en

Rubber Rugs.

Collections: Bicicleta

Instructions

1 For interior rugs, we recommend using a 
solution of warm water and detergent. 

2 For exterior rugs, we recommend shaking 
out or cleaning with a hose. 



Jute and Nettle Rugs.

Collections: natural-Earth, natural-Knitted, natural-Nettle, natural-Noche, 
natural-Tatami, natural-Vegetal. 

First vacuum and then 
apply the dilution 
with a damp sponge. 
Afterwards, carefully 
rub with a clean cloth 
and leave to dry.

How

Coffee Tea Milk Chocolate

Blood
Urine

Excrements

Grease Wax Ink

Mud General dirt Warm waterSalt

Wine

Dilution of detergent  +  Warm water

Stains

Solvent (perchloroethylene)

Test colour resistance 
first on a corner, then 
apply the solvent 
with a clean white 
cloth directly on the 
stain.

How

Apply the salt-water 
solution with a 
sponge and leave to 
dry to dry.

Wool, Felt or Silk Rugs.

Collections: African house, Antique, Aros, Asia, Bichos y flores, Black on white, 
natural-Butterfly, Cal, natural-Chobi, Chillida, Cuadros 1996, Digit, Do-Lo-Rez, 
Extended, Flying, Folk, Formosa, Ghost, Global warming, Kala, Little field of flowers, 
Losanges, Luna, Medina, Mélange, Milton Glaser, News, Nomad, Ovo, Rabari, 
Rangoli, Roses, Spiral, Stone wool, Sybilla, Topissimo, Velvet, Victoria, Zoom.

Mud General dirt Ammonia Warm water

Apply the salt-water 
solution with a 
sponge and leave 
to dry.

First vacuum and then 
apply the dilution 
with a damp sponge. 
Afterwards, carefully 
rub with a clean cloth 
and leave to dry.

How

Coffee Tea Milk Chocolate

Blood
Urine

ExcrementsWine

VinegarDilution of detergent  
+  Warm water

Stains What to use

Stains HowWhat to use

Stains What to use

Stains How

Stains HowWhat to use

Grease Wax Ink

Test colour resistance 
first on a corner, then 
apply the solvent 
with a clean white 
cloth directly on the 
stain.Solvent (perchloroethylene)

en

What to useWhat to use



 · All of our rugs are 
handcrafted so there may be 
small variations in size.

 · We use artisanal dye 
methods to give colour to our 
rugs; this may lead to slight 
chromatic variations. 

· Prolonged exposure to 
sunlight may cause colour 
changes and bleaching effects in 
your rug. 

· Shading or water effects may 
appear in cut pile rugs.

· Cut pile rugs will present 
loosened threads due to 
vacuuming, please feel free to 
cut these threads with scissors. 

· Contrary to popular trends, 
you can keep your rug out 
during the summer months.

· The initial colour of your rug 
may suffer changes due to the 
fibres of the rug itself and the 
amount of exposure to direct 
sunlight.
There is no absolute guarantee 
of rug colour in any case or 
situation.
 

Observations and Advice enenenen
· Light will fall differently due to 
movement or slant direction of 
the pile, making the rug colours 
appear more or less strong 
and bright.

· Some rugs are woven with 
natural materials composed of 
several interconnected fibres. 
When these fibres are cut, 
they can dislodge lint due 
to friction. We recommend 
frequent vacuuming to remove 
this lint. 



GUARANTEE

Our products are 
guaranteed 

for two years in case of
 manufacturing fault, 

unless it is tributable to 
an improper use or 

maintenance.
Claims will only be

accepted with
the purchase receipt.



Showroom BCN
Rosselló 256/Av. Diagonal
08037 Barcelona (Spain)
T + 34 934 871 606
F + 34 934 871 574
bcnshop@nanimarquina.com

Showroom NY
588 Broadway, Suite 607
New York, NY 10012 (USA)
T + 1 646 701 7058
usa@nanimarquina.com

Head Office
Església 10, 3er D  
08024 Barcelona (Spain) 
T + 34 932 376 465 
F + 34 932 175 774
info@nanimarquina.com
www.nanimarquina.com




